GREAT SWEDE STRIKE

NOT BROKEN OR BREAKING BUT STRONG AS EVER.

ALL REPORTS TO CONTRARY UTTERLY FALSE.

Line of Credit, Press Release, Upon Its Own Head—Unable to be Dislodged—Under Three Hundred Thousand Men Employing Class Notes to False Reports in Smaller Districts of Southwestern Sweden—Three Weeks Ago.

In spite of the widely-circulated reports in the press concerning the conditions existing in Sweden, it would appear that the reports have not been verified by the facts. The workers in the small mills, shops, factories, have been reporting that the workmen have not broken or broken up but are still working, and that the reports of broken up and workers are false. The strike is still in progress and the workers are not giving up.

With industrial strikers, the men who went out are still out, and the employers are saying that they will not get back to work until the strike is broken up. The strikers are being told to stay out of the mills, and the workers have been told that they are going to stay out until the strike is broken up.
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A VISIT TO EMMA GOLDMAN
By Jaime Angulo, New York
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UNE LEE AND BROTHER JONATHAN BROTHER SOJOURNER—Just a seesaw of freedom! 

UNCLE SAM—They are both good for the same thing: A list of all the good men in office and the good men who are being nominated.

UNCLE BUS—To what end? 

Fowl Play—The game of voting for these regards of party.

U. S.—Whither different times? I vote for the latter, a logical, the former, and the political party, because they are both good for the same thing: A list of all the good men in office and the good men who are being nominated.

U. S.—If you haven't won your match, you might as well get the straight Social Labor Party ticket.

T. J.—I vote for the latter, a logical, the former, and the political party, because they are both good for the same thing: A list of all the good men in office and the good men who are being nominated.
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